
A fresh look
It’s been eight years since Stencil® introduced CoolDry® to the Australian market. 
Now, with the introduction of Ice Cool® and the Glacier polo, Stencil® once again 
demonstrates how they keep their reputation for quality and innovation.

The latest in Stencil®’s range of fabric developments, Ice Cool® is 

an evolutionary step forward in developing materials ideally suited 

to the Australian climate. A moisture-wicking, highly breathable 

yarn-treated fabric, Ice Cool® has a similar silky finish to its CoolDry® 

cousin, but delivers even greater performance. With a lighter finish 

and a unique weave, Ice Cool® is amazingly efficient when it comes 

to drawing heat away from the wearer. 

The very first time you handle an Ice Cool® garment, the material’s 

signature qualities are readily apparent. Light weight and cool to 

the touch, the weave of the fabric creates a natural airflow next 

to the skin, creating an ideal climate for the wearer and ensuring 

comfort in hot and humid conditions. Cooling is aided further by Ice 

Cool®’s moisture-wicking qualities, whereby excess heat, released 

by sweating, is drawn from the skin to the surface of the shirt to 

evaporate away quickly and discreetly.

Moisture-wicking and efficient cooling aren’t the only qualities that 

make Ice Cool® special, however. Like CoolDry®, Ice Cool® garments 

don’t require ironing, and they feature anti bacterial and deodorising 

qualities to keep you fresh, no matter the situation.

So what makes Ice Cool® different?

While there are a number of ‘cool dry’ fabrics available in the 

marketplace, Stencil®’s CoolDry® and Ice Cool® are set apart by the 

manner in which they’re created. Rather than having a chemical 

treatment applied to finished cloth, Stencil® fabrics are yarn treated, 

meaning that the fundamental qualities of the finished material 

are imbued on the yarn as a permanent treatment prior to being 

woven. This makes a significant difference in the performance and 

lifespan of the finished product – rather than being quickly by wear 

and washing, the fabric’s high-tech moisture-wicking qualities are 

maintained for the life of the garment. And because Ice Cool® is 

yarn treated, rather than applied to finished fabric, it maintains its 

open weave, breathing like cotton and ensuring comfort in even the 

warmest of weather.   

The Glacier Polo is the newest addition to the Stencil® Polo range. 

Made from 170g Ice Cool® fabric, the Glacier is a clean, modern take 

on the classic polo. Available in both men’s and women’s styles, the 

Glacier features a three-button placket and stitching detail on the front 

shoulder and back yoke. It joins the original Ice Cool® Polo, a slightly 

heavier garment made from 195g Ice Cool® fabric featuring a self-

stripe. Like all Stencil® garments, the superior quality of these polos is 

clear in both the cut and finish of each shirt.

A future for innovation.

Ice Cool® is just the latest addition to an already impressive range of 

Stencil® fabrics. Already part of the Stencil® range are materials like 

Nano-Gear®, a breathable poly-cotton that repels liquids and stains;. 

Shell-Tec®, and amazingly soft, warm and lightweight jacket material 

that’s both cold-proof and wind-proof; and Bio-Weave®, a durable, 

silky blend of plant cellulose and CoolDry® yarn that’s environmentally 

friendly, kind on sensitive skin and carries a UPF50+ rating.

With their focus on quality and innovation – improving on existing 

successes, as well as searching for new technologies – Stencil® is sure 

to remain an Australian favourite.

If you are interested in seeing Stencil®’s range of Ice Cool® garments, please 

visit www.stencil.net.au or contact your local Stencil® distributor.


